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Louisiana Clean Fuels

ERC Conference: On Road / Vehicle 
Emission Reduction Projects

Ann Vail Shaneyfelt
Executive Director

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome the audience and introduce yourself, your coalition, and the region you represent.My presentation today will provide you with an overview of the Department of Energy’s Clean Cities program, which celebrated 20 years of petroleum reduction this year.The presentation will cover the mission and goals of Clean Cities
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Key Considerations

Legislation & Funding

Tools & Resources

AFV Fleets in Louisiana

Alt Fuels 101 – A Crash Course

What is Clean Cities? 

Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why Natural Gas? History of Natural Gas as a vehicle fuel How do CNG fueling systems work? CNG in Louisiana Fleets using CNG Infrastructure Marketing Natural Gas to fleets What are the customer's key motivations to switch to CNG? Hot markets - what industries are hot and finding the best returns on investment? Vehicle Availability Incentives and Funding Key considerations for developing a station Working with Clean Cities and your local utility How to work with a fleet Safety & Training 
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LCF: A US Department of Energy 
Designated Clean Cities Coalition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clean Cities is a program within the U.S. Department of Energy’s (or DOE) Vehicle Technologies Office. DOE’s mission is to ensure the United States’ security and prosperity by addressing its energy, environmental, and nuclear challenges through transformative science and technology solutions. Clean Cities is a community-based program that creates partnerships in the public and private sectors. Its mission is to advance the energy, economic, and environmental security of the United States by supporting local actions to cut petroleum use in transportation.The benefits of the program include reduced petroleum consumption, reduced greenhouse gas, or GHG, emissions, and reduced dependence on imported petroleum. I will delve into these in more detail on the following slides.
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Why Clean Cities?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clean Cities is a program within the U.S. Department of Energy’s (or DOE) Vehicle Technologies Office. DOE’s mission is to ensure the United States’ security and prosperity by addressing its energy, environmental, and nuclear challenges through transformative science and technology solutions. Clean Cities is a community-based program that creates partnerships in the public and private sectors. Its mission is to advance the energy, economic, and environmental security of the United States by supporting local actions to cut petroleum use in transportation.The benefits of the program include reduced petroleum consumption, reduced greenhouse gas, or GHG, emissions, and reduced dependence on imported petroleum. I will delve into these in more detail on the following slides.
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Local Partnerships: Clean Cities Coalitions

• National 
network of 
nearly 100 
local 
coalitions

• 82% of the 
total U.S. 
population 
lives inside 
coalition 
boundaries 

• Nearly 
500,000 
alternative 
fuel vehicles 
(AFVs)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each coalition is led by an on-the-ground Clean Cities coordinator [like me] who tailors projects and activities to capitalize on the unique opportunities in their region.Coordinators serve as both educators and problem solvers for their stakeholders.
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About LCF
• LCF is a non-profit housed at the 

Louisiana Department of Natural 
Resources.

• LCF became a designated affiliate of 
the U.S. Department of Energy’s Clean 
Cities program in 2000.

• One of two Clean Cities Coalitions in 
Louisiana 

• Since 2000, we have worked within the 
five-parish air quality non-attainment 
area to develop the infrastructure to 
support the adoption of clean fuel 
powered vehicles. In 2013, we 
expanded to 56 parishes.

Louisiana Clean Fuels
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Louisiana Clean Fuels

Parishes  Covered by Louisiana Clean Fuels 
Acadia Parish Concordia Parish LaSalle Parish St. Landry Parish 
Allen Parish DeSoto Parish Lincoln Parish St. Martin Parish 
Ascension Parish East Baton Rouge Parish Livingston Parish St. Mary Parish 
Assumption Parish East Carroll Parish Madison Parish Tensas Parish 
Avoyelles Parish East Feliciana Parish Morehouse Parish Terrebonne Parish 
Beauregard Parish Evangeline Parish Natchitoches Parish Union Parish 
Bienville Parish Franklin Parish Ouachita Parish Vermilion Parish 
Bossier Parish Grant Parish Pointe Coupee Parish Vernon Parish 
Caddo Parish Iberia Parish Rapides Parish Washington Parish 
Calcasieu Parish Iberville Parish Red River Parish Webster Parish 
Caldwell Parish Jackson Parish Richland Parish West Baton Rouge Parish 
Cameron Parish Jefferson Davis Parish Sabine Parish West Carroll Parish 
Catahoula Parish Lafayette Parish St. Helena Parish West Feliciana Parish 
Claiborne Parish Lafourche Parish St. James Parish Winn Parish 
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Randy Hayden, LPGA Matt Dearmon: Business 
Developer, Entergy

Curtis Donaldson: Founder 
& CEO, CleanFuel USA

Calvin Ray: General 
Manager, Republic 
Services

Paula Ridgeway: Former 
Manager of Federal Energy 
Efficiency Programs, LDNR

Danny Smith: VP of State 
Government Affairs, UPS

Robert Borne, Entergy Jean Kelly, LDEQ Jamie Setze, CRPC

Fred Skal, Premier 
Automotive Group/Premier 
CNG

Jim Tilley, Centerpoint 
Energy

LCF Board of Directors
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Our Louisiana Alternative Fuels Family
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Platinum Members Gold Members

LCF 2016 Members

In-Kind Member
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LCF 2016 Members

Silver Members Bronze Members
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• Helps large private fleets significantly cut their petroleum use
• Provides fleets with tools, expertise and technical support to incorporate 

alternative fuels and fuel-saving measures into their operation
• Positions Partners as pace-setters for other fleets to follow

National Partnerships: Clean Fleets 
Partnership

(logos used with permission of companies represented)

More Than 25 Partners

More up-to-date information may be available. See the Clean Cities website: https://cleancities.energy.gov/fleets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other half of the first node in the web I showed you represents our national partnerships. The National Clean Fleets Partnership is one way Clean Cities is expanding its scope and offering support on a nationwide level. The National Clean Fleets Partnership was started in 2011 as a way to engage and collaborate with large fleets. Today, the Partnership is working with some of the biggest players in the transportation industry to adopt alternative fuels and fuel economy measures. These fleets are setting the pace for others. They also benefit from working with a designated account manager—who provides a streamlined point of entry into Clean Cities—while gaining all of the other benefits that program stakeholders receive (which we discussed earlier). As of 2016, more than 25 partners—many of which are recognizable household brands—were involved in the Partnership. Their logos are included here. Visit the Clean Cities website for an up-to-date list of partners, as well as their current account manager.Other national initiatives that you may want to check out are the Clean Cities National Parks Initiative and Workplace Charging Challenge. 

https://cleancities.energy.gov/fleets
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Fuel Cost

Lowering 
Emissions/
Clean Air

Energy 
Security

Why Alternative Fuels?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I come from a marketing background. And in marketing we look to the customers -  or end user -  to determine what would motivate them to choose our product over the one they are currently using. With Natural Gas and other alternative fuels we have narrowed it down to three types of customers – or as we show here – three different motivations to choose natural gas. In the solar industry – we had three types of customers: The GDI, the environmentalist and the penny pincher. In Alternative Fuels – its not such a clear distinction between types of customers. What we get is a subset of needs and motivations that shape their decision making.Fuel Cost Energy Security (Energy Independence)Lower Emissions particulate – Clean Air – Staying in compliance with EPA Clean Air standards
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GHG Emissions Reductions
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Alt Fuel Diversity in Louisiana
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GHG Emissions by Fuel type
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ERC’s and the BR Clean Air Coalition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So where does Louisiana Clean Fuels fit in with this initiative?
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Identify projects in your targeted region

Provide case studies of comparable projects

Conduct outreach to potential partners

Conduct site visits & help monitor project progress

Calculate emission reductions for proposed projects

Assist with RFPs and finding the right vendors for your projects

How LCF Can Assist with 
On-Road Vehicle Emission Reduction Projects
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Alternative Fuels 101:
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Alternative Fuels & Vehicles
• Biodiesel
• Electricity
• Ethanol
• Hydrogen
• Natural gas
• Propane

Clean Cities Portfolio of Technologies

Fuel Economy
• Fuel efficiency
• Behavioral changes
• Vehicle maintenance initiatives
• Vehicle miles traveled (VMT)

Idle Reduction
• Heavy-duty trucks
• School buses
• Truck stop electrification

Hybrids
• Light- and Heavy-duty HEVs
• PHEVs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the five technology areas supported by the Clean Cities program. Clean Cities coordinators are able to provide stakeholders with unbiased and objective resources about these technologies because Clean Cities is a fuel neutral program--supporting all EPAct alternative fuels, including: biodiesel, electricity, ethanol, hydrogen, natural gas, and propane.As you can see the Clean Cities program goes beyond alternative fuels and also includes the following petroleum replacement, reduction, and elimination methods:Fuel blendsFuel economyHybrid electric vehiclesIdle reduction techniques.
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Fuel Economy Trends

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early on in the CNG Industry – there was a focus on light duty vehicles. We have since learned that this wasn’t the most efficient approach
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AFV Station Types by Fuel Type

As of 8/16
941 CNG Stations in US
14 CNG Stations in LA

(4 Planned Stations)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2011, EVSE were counted by the plug instead of geographic location
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Infrastructure: Natural Gas Station 
Availability

CNG and LNG 
Station Growth
Over Time

CNG LNG

Source: AFDC Station Locator, May 2014; includes public and private stations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The number of CNG and LNG fueling stations has steadily increased over the last several years, with several projects designed to provide fuel along key corridors in the United States. ARRA funding for station development in various areas of the country has contributed to this growth.The maps included represent both public and private (as well as planned) CNG and LNG fueling facilities in the United States as of May 2014.
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Vehicles: Applications

Images: NREL Image Gallery #18285, #07351, #17174

Light-Duty
• Passenger cars and 

light-duty trucks in 
private and government 
fleets

• Personal vehicles

Medium-Duty
• Vans and shuttles
• Airports and taxi fleets
• Half-ton Trucks

Heavy-Duty
• Refuse haulers
• Transit buses
• School buses
• Long-haul trucks
• Street sweepers
• Snowplows
• Short-haul delivery 

trucks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many different kinds of fleets successfully deploy NGVs. According to Natural Gas Vehicles for America (NGVAmerica), the stats for the United States as of 2014 are:More than 83,000 light-duty NGVsMore than 7,500 refuse trucks; it is estimated that more than half of new refuse trucks purchased are NGVsAbout 11,000 transit buses, or about 19% of all transit buses in service (according to APTA, http://www.apta.com/mediacenter/pressreleases/2013/Pages/130422_Earth-Day.aspx5,300 school busesMore than 22,000 medium-duty vehicles in shuttle bus applications and a wide variety of work truck applications, such as short-haul or delivery (http://www.ngvamerica.org/forfleets/index.html) There is a wide selection of vehicles available from OEMs, conversion companies, and installers that perform conversions. As a reminder, all conversions should be approved by the EPA or CARB, depending on which state you are operating in. While historically the Honda Civic Natural Gas was the only light-duty OEM NGV available, as of 2014, OEMs are introducing a variety of light-duty NGV options, including pick-up trucks, vans, and passenger cars. 
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Biodiesel

• Domestically produced, 
renewable fuel

• Manufactured from vegetable 
oils, animal fats, restaurant 
grease

• Reduces greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions

• Biodegradable

• Cleaner-burning replacement 
for diesel fuel

• Fatty acid methyl esters 
(FAME), fatty acid alkyl 
esters, long-chain mono alkyl 
esters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Biodiesel is a domestically produced, renewable fuel that can be manufactured from a variety of feedstocks including vegetable oils, animal fats, and recycled restaurant greases.Biodiesel is a liquid made up of fatty acid alkyl esters, fatty acid methyl esters (FAME), or long-chain mono alkyl esters.  Biodiesel has physical properties similar to those of petroleum diesel which allow it to be used in compression-ignition (diesel) engines.Pure biodiesel is biodegradable, nontoxic, and virtually free of sulfur and aromatics.Using biodiesel in place of petroleum diesel significantly reduces lifecycle carbon emissions.Research shows that it also reduces emissions of toxic air pollutants in older on-road vehicles and in many off-road applications.
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• Can be blended and used with diesel in 
many concentrations: B2, B5, B20, 
B100.

• B20 is the most common blend in the 
United States.

• All manufacturers approve the use of B5 
and many accept the use of B20.

• Similar payload capacity, range,  
horsepower, and torque as diesel.

• B20 suitable for nearly all unmodified 
diesel engines.

Biodiesel Use

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Biodiesel can be legally blended with petroleum diesel in any percentage. B5 contains 5% biodiesel and 95% petroleum diesel; B20 contains 20% biodiesel and 80% petroleum diesel; B100 contains 100% biodiesel, and so forth. Blends of B20 or higher qualify for alternative fuel credits under the Energy Policy Act of 1992.B20 is the most common biodiesel blend. B20’s energy content is between those of No. 1 and No. 2 diesel. Engines operating on B20 exhibit similar fuel consumption, horsepower, and torque to engines running on conventional diesel.Before using biodiesel, check your engine warranty to ensure that higher-level blends will not void or affect it. Currently, every original equipment manufacturer (OEM) of diesel vehicles approves blends of up to B5 in their vehicles. Nearly 80% of OEMs already approve blends up to B20 in some or all of their diesel vehicles, and some even approve the use of B100 in certain types of farm equipment. The National Biodiesel Board maintains a list of vehicle manufacturers that warranty their vehicles for biodiesel use. This is a one-stop easy resource that is great to use when deciding whether to use biodiesel in your vehicle.As biodiesel blend levels increase significantly beyond B20, users must be aware of lower energy content per gallon and potential issues with impact on engine warranties and microbial contamination. All diesel and biodiesel blends can have compounds that crystallize in very cold temperatures, causing operability issues if not properly monitored. The cold-flow properties of biodiesel blends vary depending on the amount of biodiesel in the blend and the types of fuel used in the blend.B100 use could also increase nitrogen oxides emissions, although it greatly reduces other toxic emissions.It’s important to know that biodiesel has a solvent effect. It can clean a vehicle's fuel system and release deposits from diesel use, which may initially clog filters. New users should have a frequent filter replacement plan for the first few tanks of high-level blends.Image: NREL Image Gallery #18086
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Hybrid and Electric Drive Vehicles

Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV)
• Powered by an engine and electric motor
• Does not use electric vehicle supply 

equipment (EVSE) to charge the battery

Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV)
• Powered by an electric motor and engine
• Uses EVSE to charge the battery

All-Electric Vehicle (EV)
• Powered by an electric motor
• Uses EVSE to charge the battery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), and all-electric vehicles (EVs)—also called electric drive vehicles collectively—use electricity either as their primary fuel or to improve the efficiency of conventional vehicle designs.HEVs, like a Toyota Prius, are powered by an internal combustion engine (using conventional or alternative fuel) and an electric motor that uses energy stored in a battery.  HEVs do not need to be plugged in. The battery is charged by the engine and through regenerative braking.  PHEVs use batteries to power an electric motor and use another fuel, such as gasoline or diesel, to power an internal combustion engine. PHEVs, such as the Chevrolet Volt, can also be referred to extended range electric vehicles (EREVs). As their name implies, PHEVs can be plugged in to charge the battery.  Depending on the type of PHEV, the vehicle may be powered by the battery, the internal combustion engine or a combination of both.  A Chevy Volt can run on the battery or a combination of the battery and internal combustion engine.  A Plug-In Prius can run on battery or the internal combustion engine.EVs, such as the Nissan Leaf, use a battery to store the electrical energy that powers the motor. EVs are sometimes referred to as battery electric vehicles (BEVs). EV batteries are charged by plugging the vehicle in to an electric power source and do not use any other source of fuel.Images: NREL Image Gallery #24508, #18563, #24516 
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Charging EVs and PHEVs

Current
Type Voltage (V) Charging Time Primary 

Use Connector

Level 1
Alternating 

Current 
(AC)

120V 2-5 miles of range per 
hour of charging Residential

Level 2 AC 240V 10-20 miles of range 
per hour of charging

Residential
Commercial

Level 3
(Pending 
Industry 

Consensus)

Undefined Undefined Undefined Undefined

DC Fast
Direct

Current 
(DC)

480V
60-80 miles of range 

per 20 minutes of 
charging

Commercial

Wireless AC 240V 10-20 miles of range 
per hour of charging

Residential
Commercial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Charging EVs and PHEVs requires plugging the vehicle in to charging equipment, also called electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE). HEVs are charged using regenerative braking and the internal combustion engine and are not ever plugged in to charging equipment.Charging equipment for PHEVs and EVs is classified by the rate at which the batteries are charged. Charging times vary based on how depleted the battery is, how much energy it holds, the type of battery, and the type of EVSE. The charging time can range from 20 minutes to 20 hours or more, depending on these factors.Current types include:Alternating Current (AC): Movement of electric current that reverses or alternates direction. AC is the form of current normally generated and delivered by an electric utility to homes and businesses.Direct Current (DC): Movement of electric current that continuously flows in the same direction. DC is the form of current normally delivered through batteries and is essential to charging vehicle batteries.Level 1Most, if not all, PEVs will come with an AC Level 1 EVSE cordset so that no additional charging equipment is required. On one end of the cord is a standard, three-prong household plug (NEMA 5-15 or 5-20 connector). On the other end is a J1772 standard connector, which plugs in to the vehicle.Level 2AC Level 2 EVSE requires installation of home charging or public charging equipment and a dedicated circuit of 20 to 100 amps, depending on the EVSE requirements. Level 3A Direct Current (DC) quick charging system designed to charge an electric vehicle battery to 80% charge in approximately 20 minutes.  Currently, there are three types of DC fast charging systems: the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) J1722 combo (left), the Japanese CHAdeMO Standard (middle), and Tesla (right).DC FastDC fast charging equipment, sometimes called DC Level 2 (typically 480 V AC input), enables rapid charging. Its rapid-charge capability makes this equipment ideal for placement along heavy traffic corridors.Wireless or InductiveInductive charging equipment, which uses an electromagnetic field to transfer electricity to a PEV without a cord, has been recently introduced commercially for installation as an aftermarket add-on. Currently available wireless charging stations operate at power levels comparable to AC Level 2.
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Baton Rouge gets 10 EV chargers
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• More than just passenger 
vehicles are now available

• Work trucks, buses, delivery 
vehicles…

• Check the AFDC Vehicle 
Search or call us for the 
latest product offerings on 
the market

More EV vehicle offerings than ever
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Sportran & CATS win funding for EV Buses
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Propane

Through EPA testing protocol, propane 
autogas has shown emission benefits 
over gasoline (EPA test on a Ford 
Transit):
• Reduces carbon monoxide (CO) by 

79.45%
• Reduces carbon dioxide (CO₂) by 

22.39%,
• Reduces nitrogen oxide (NOₓ) by 

42.31%
• Reduces non-methane hydrocarbons 

(NMHC) by 53.97%
http://www.allianceautogas.com/emissio
n-reductions-with-propane-autogas/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Propane is a well-established, domestically available, clean-burning fuel. Propane is also known as liquefied petroleum gas (LPG or LP-gas), or Autogas. Stored under pressure inside a tank, propane turns into a colorless, odorless liquid. As pressure is released, the liquid propane vaporizes and turns into gas that is used for combustion. An odorant, ethyl mercaptan, is added for leak detection.Propane is the most-used alternative transportation fuel in the world. Propane vehicle technology is well established, and propane fueling stations are widely available. Propane has a relatively high energy density; one gallon of propane has 73% the energy of one gallon of gasoline.Propane has a high octane rating and excellent properties for spark-ignited internal combustion engines. It presents no threat to soil, surface water, or groundwater.Propane is produced as a by-product of natural gas processing and crude oil refining. It accounts for about 2% of the energy used in the United States. Transportation consumes less than 2% of the propane used in the U.S.Propane is an inherently clean burning fuel due to its lower carbon content. When used as a vehicle fuel, propane can offer life cycle greenhouse (GHG) emissions benefits over conventional fuels, depending on vehicle type and drive cycle. In addition, using propane in place of petroleum-based fuels may reduce some tailpipe emissions.  Image: NREL Image Gallery #31322

http://www.allianceautogas.com/emission-reductions-with-propane-autogas/
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Propane Vehicles 

Propane Vehicle Availability:

• Light & Medium duty vehicles available

• Engines and fueling systems for heavy- and 
medium-duty vehicles

• Conversions
• Lower incremental cost & up front 

investment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a wide selection of vehicles available from OEMs, conversion companies, and installers that perform conversions. As a reminder, all conversions should be approved by the EPA or CARB, depending on which state you are operating in.Dedicated propane fuel systems are available for light- and medium-duty Ford and GMC trucks and vans. Propane engines and fueling systems are also available for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles such as school buses and delivery trucks, including some from OEMs.Propane is also frequently used to replace gasoline in smaller applications, like forklifts and lawn mowers, and the emissions reductions are substantial.All vehicle and engine conversions must meet emissions and safety standards instituted by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, and state agencies like the California Air Resources Board (CARB). For anyone converting vehicles in an existing fleet it is very important to do your homework when choosing a company to perform the conversions.  Even if the system is approved by EPA, it is the responsibility of the fleet to choose a quality, well-qualified company to perform the work. Your local Clean Cities coordinator can help you identify safe and compliant conversion systems and retrofitters. Images: NREL Image Gallery #17541, #11599, and #31321
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Natural Gas – Substantial Air Quality Benefits

• Natural gas is a low-carbon, 
cleaner-burning fuel

• NGVs produce less criteria 
pollutants than gasoline and 
diesel vehicles (NOx, CO, 
VOCs, NMHC & PM)

• http://www.afdc.energy.gov/fuel
s/natural_gas_benefits.html

* Source: DOE 2012

http://www.afdc.energy.gov/fuels/natural_gas_benefits.html
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Natural Gas Vehicle Emissions

https://www.ngvam
erica.org/natural-
gas/environmental
-benefits/

https://www.ngvamerica.org/natural-gas/environmental-benefits/
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Storage Applications Energy Content
Compressed 
Natural Gas

Stored as a gas in 
onboard tanks under 
high pressure

Light-, medium-, and 
heavy-duty vehicles

1 gasoline gallon 
equivalent (GGE)

= 
5.66 pounds (lb) or 
126.67 cubic feet

Liquefied Natural 
Gas

Stored as a liquid at 
cold temperatures 
(-260°F)

Stored in double-
wall, vacuum-
insulated pressure 
vessels

Heavy-duty vehicles 1 GGE
= 

1.5 gal LNG

Basics: CNG and LNG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two forms of natural gas are used in vehicles: CNG and LNG. Because this fuel is a gas, it must be stored onboard a vehicle in either a compressed gaseous or liquefied state. CNG and LNG are both considered alternative fuels under the Energy Policy Act of 1992.CNGCNG must be stored onboard a vehicle in tanks at high pressure—3,000 to 3,600 pounds per square inch. CNG is either compressed on site or compressed off site and transported to the station in tanks. CNG is currently used in light-, medium-, and heavy-duty applications.A CNG-powered vehicle gets about the same fuel economy as a conventional gasoline vehicle on a gasoline gallon equivalent (GGE) basis. A GGE is the amount of alternative fuel that contains the same amount of energy as a gallon of gasoline. A GGE equals about 5.66 lb (126.67 cubic feet) of CNG.LNGTo store more energy onboard a vehicle in a smaller volume, natural gas can be liquefied. To produce LNG, natural gas is condensed into a liquid by cooling to -260°F (-162°C). At atmospheric pressure, LNG occupies only 1/600 the volume of natural gas in vapor form. LNG fuel systems are typically used in heavy-duty vehicles and most LNG station development is along trucking corridors.One GGE equals about 1.5 gallons of LNG. Because it must be kept at such cold temperatures, LNG is stored in double-wall, vacuum-insulated pressure vessels.The number LNG production facilities, as well as fueling infrastructure, have significantly expanded over the last few years, increasing the availability of the fuel. 
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Infrastructure: CNG Fueling

• Good for centrally based fleets with consistent schedules
• CNG is dispensed slowly, often overnight
• Lower cost investment

• Fueling takes place in minutes
• Necessary for public-access stations
• Good for vehicles with little downtime

Images and More Information: AFDC CNG Fueling Stations, http://www.afdc.energy.gov/fuels/natural_gas_cng_stations.html

Helpful Resource: 
AFDC interactive fueling animation: http://www.afdc.energy.gov/vehicles/cng_tank_animation.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two kinds of dispensers for CNG:Dispensers with time-fill capability are best for fleets that return to a central lot and sit overnight or have regularly scheduled downtime.Vehicles connect to time-fill dispensers as they return to the lot.Fueling takes place slowly, during downtime.Time-fill takes advantage of off-peak electricity.At a time-fill station, a fuel line from a utility delivers fuel at a low pressure to a compressor on-site. Vehicles at time-fill stations are generally filled directly from the compressor, not from fuel stored in tanks. The size of the compressor needed depends on the size of the fleet. Although there is a small buffer storage tank, its purpose is not to fill vehicles, but to keep the compressor from turning off and on unnecessarily—wasting electricity and causing undue wear and tear on the compressor. The storage tanks are sometimes used to "top off" vehicle tanks during the day.The time it takes to fuel a vehicle depends on the number of vehicles, compressor size, and the amount of buffer storage. Vehicles may take a several minutes to many hours to fill. The advantage of time-fill is that the heat of recompression is less so you usually get a fuller fill then with fast-fill. And you can control when you fill the vehicles, and thus, get better electricity rates needed to run the compressor, such as off-peak hours at night.Time-fill stations are carefully architected based on the application. A transit bus company may need a larger compressor that can deliver 8 to 9 gallons per minute, while a refuse truck company may be fine filling trucks at 3 gallons per minute using a smaller compressor. A consumer application may need far less—such as, less than half of a gallon an hour. These differences account for the large variance in the cost of installation.Fast-fill stations are optimal for larger fleets with short fueling windows or little vehicle downtime.Fast-fill capability is necessary for stations that serve the general public. Drivers filling up at a fast-fill station experience similar fill times to gasoline fueling stations—less than 5 minutes for a 20 gallon equivalent tank.Fast-fill stations receive fuel from a local utility line at a low pressure and then use a compressor on site to compress the gas to a high pressure. Once compressed, the CNG can move to a series of storage vessels so the fuel is ready to go for a quick fill-up. CNG at fast-fill stations is often stored in the vessels at a high service pressure (4,300 psi). Large fast fill sites (e.g., for Class 8 trucks) usually fill the vehicle directly from the compressor. This requires larger compressors that produce considerable amount of cubic feet per minute. These stations have a storage component for light-duty vehicles and an initial supply of high pressure gas before the storage is depleted and the compressor turns on. Drivers use a dispenser to transfer CNG into the tank. The dispenser uses sensors to calculate pressure and measure the number of GGEs delivered to the tank, taking temperature into account. Stations can also have combo-fill capability. This is good for fleets that can fuel slowly most of the time, but sometimes need quick fueling, or for fleets that want to allow public access.According to Clean Cities’ Costs Associated With Compressed Natural Gas Vehicle Fueling Infrastructure, a time-fill station may cost anywhere from $5,500 to $850,000 and a fast-fill station may cost anywhere from $45,000 to $1.8 million, depending on the number and type of vehicles being fueled, storage capacity necessary, compressor sizes, gas pressure, equipment used, number of posts and hoses, and installation costs.See the AFDC’s new interactive animation that demonstrates how temperature and fill speed affect final fill volume.  http://www.afdc.energy.gov/vehicles/cng_tank_animation.html

http://www.afdc.energy.gov/fuels/natural_gas_cng_stations.html
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CNG Vehicles Today:
OEM or Conversion?
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Natural Gas Vehicle Engines & Conversions

Cummins Westport Engines:
Model Size Application
ISX12 G 11.9 Liter Class 8 Trucks
ISL G 8.9 Liter Urban Transit, Shuttle
ISB6.7 G 6.7 Liter School Buses

Conversion Shops:
• Nat G: CNG Solutions
• NGV Solutions

Dual Fuel:
American Power Group
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Renewable Natural Gas

Waste to Fuel: BioCNG / RNG St. Landry Expanded Production and 
Fueling Capabilities in 2015

St. Landry Parish Solid Waste harnesses 
methane gas from their landfill site, and 
then produces BioCNG to power their 
fleet's vehicles and their BioCNG station. 

Progressive Waste recently signed an 
agreement with St. Landry to fuel their 
vehicles at the station with the expanded 
BioCNG system. 

http://www.slpsolidwaste.org/
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Idle Reduction

Use EPA Verified Idle Reduction 
Equipment
• https://www.epa.gov/smartway/le

arn-about-smartway-verified-
technologies

Project Options:
• On-board idle reduction
• Truck Stop Electrification

• Example: Shore Power & 
IdleAir

• Vehicle Modifications 
• Example: Derive Systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Idling is running a vehicle engine for nonpropulsion purposes. Nearly all vehicle types can idle for many reasons and for varying periods of time. The vehicle operator is usually in charge of whether to idle the vehicle.While one might suggest that a good solution is to just turn off the engine, with the current state of technology, some types of engine idling are easier to remedy than others. Unnecessary idling should be avoided with any kind of vehicle, regardless of the fuel type used. This results in what we refer to as “idling losses.”Educating drivers, fleet managers, and other decision-makers about the consequences of unnecessary idling—and ways to reduce it—is one of Clean Cities’ goals.Idling consumes fuel and fuel costs money. Time spent idling is going to pull down overall fuel economy because the fuel consumed while idling gets you ZERO miles per gallon (also called mpg). Idling consumes nonrenewable resources. Close to half of our country’s petroleum is imported. Most people agree that reducing reliance on imports is key to U.S. energy and economic security.Idling causes engine wear. Engines operate optimally in propulsion mode, not while idling. Engine wear means more frequent maintenance, which means additional downtime and cost. For big rigs, idling reduces time to engine overhaul and decreases resale value.Idling has negative impacts on public health and the environment. Idling increases the amount of harmful emissions a vehicle produces, including greenhouse gases like CO2 and NOx, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, benzene, and other undesirable compounds. Areas with high levels of air pollution face regulatory and economic consequences under the Clean Air Act. The EPA sets National Ambient Air Quality Standards (also called “NAAQS”) and, if a region fails to meet these standards, it will be in “nonattainment.” Regions that are in nonattainment must take action to address it, and this can be costly.  Idling creates a noise impact. Engine noise affects not only those who live and work nearby, but the vehicle operators themselves.In the last 10 years, states and municipalities have instituted idling laws in increasing numbers. These laws are usually developed in response to air quality concerns. Failing to meet EPA’s NAAQS is one reason municipalities and regions institute idling laws. The laws primarily target larger diesel vehicles, but there are exceptions, especially at the local level. Knowing the “why” of idling is important for evaluating potential solutions. In some cases, people idle their vehicles merely out of habit, not out of necessity.  A long time ago, fuel was cheap and engines finicky. Vehicles were sometimes hard to start and, especially, hard to restart. People who remember those days may feel uncomfortable turning their engines on and off frequently. Unnecessary idling often occurs:With misuse of remote starters During the course of pickup and deliveries (of not only goods, but people, as with parents parked near schools)At railroad crossingsAt businesses with drive-through windows or in convenience-store parking lots (when someone “runs in” to make a quick purchase)Eliminating unnecessary idling is a very low-hanging fruit that can be addressed with training and education. Fleets can employ technologies like idle limiters and fleet telematics that monitor and provide feedback on driver behavior. But often, no investment is required, and savings are immediate.For idling reduction not related to overnight driver rest periods or PTO work, it’s possible that no investment is required. Fuel savings and emission reductions are immediate. A driver can save a little money each week, reduce engine wear, and contribute to cleaner air. For heavy-duty truck drivers, simply turning off the key won’t work, especially for rest periods. There are a number of technology solutions available, which we describe as either “on board” (on the vehicle) or “off board” (outside the vehicle).Payback time depends on how much a vehicle idles. The more idling hours displaced, the faster the payback. For vehicles that idle little, capital-intensive systems are slow to pay back. For vehicles that idle a lot, operating cost becomes a key factor. Images: NREL Image Gallery #21196

https://www.epa.gov/smartway/learn-about-smartway-verified-technologies
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Recent Alt. Fuel Infrastructure & Fleet Expansions

Baton Rouge
• Sparq Ribbon Cutting 

for Choctaw station 
improvements

• LSU Opens “Green 
Dorm” and adds 2 
more EV Charging 
spaces on Campus

• 2 Tesla Super 
Chargers installed by 
Trader Joe’s

• Republic Services 
expands CNG fleet in 
2014 & 2015

West Baton Rouge
• Receives CMAQ 

funding for CNG 
Vehicles and Station

Gonzales 
• EV Chargers added at 

Tanger Outlet Mall

Livingston Parish 
• Waste Management adds 

20 CNG Refuse trucks

Lake Charles
• Propane fleet expansion
• Tesla Super Charger 

station

Lafayette
• TruStar opens CNG 

Station
• Shell and Ryder team up, 

open LNG Station

Monroe
• New CNG Station opens

St. Landry Parish
• RNG fueling expansion / 

contract with Progressive 
Waste to provide RNG

Statewide
• United Parcel Service 

Propane fleet in 2014 & 
CNG fleet in 2015
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Examples of Louisiana Nat Gas Fleets

Eagle Distributors 
• 28 CNG Semi-trailers
• 10 Light-Duty vehicles (Cars & trucks)
• 2015 GHG emissions reduced: 54.5 tons
• 2015 CNG Fuel Usage: 69,000 GGEs

City of Shreveport
• 18 CNG Refuse Trucks

– 2015 CNG Fuel Usage: 112,000 GGE’s

Shreveport / SporTran
• 19 CNG buses

– 2015 CNG Fuel Usage: 239,607 GGEs
• 6 Shuttle / para-transit Buses

– 2015 CNG Fuel Usage: 19,752 GGEs

Ivan Smith Furniture
• 6 Heavy Duty CNG Semi Trailers
• 17 Light-duty vehicles

– 2015 CNG Fuel Usage:  120,000 GGEs

Republic Services
• 62 CNG Refuse Trucks

– 2015 CNG Fuel Usage: 545,675 GGEs

United Parcel Service
• 60 Package Delivery Trucks
• 2015 CNG Fuel Usage: 148,856 GGE
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• Convert Fleets to Alternative Fuels
– Best candidates: Low MPG, High fuel usage 

• Local/Regional Delivery Trucks (CNG or 
Propane)

• Refuse (CNG)
• Transit & Para Transit Fleets (CNG, Propane 

or EV)
• School Buses (Propane or CNG)
• Other Heavy Duty Vehicles such as dump 

trucks (CNG)
• Police or EMS Vehicles (On board idle 

reduction or dual-fuel conversions)
– Fleet must operate within region credits are 

to be used

• Truck Stop Electrification

Examples of Eligible Projects
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Information & Education: Alternative 
Fuels Data Center

afdc.energy.gov

 Specific 
information on 
fuels, vehicles, 
technologies, 
and strategies

 Tools
 Publications
 State-specific 

information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s switch gears to discuss the next node in the complementary framework web—information and education. The AFDC website is maintained by Clean Cities at the national level. Its mission is to collect, analyze, and distribute data used to evaluate alternative fuels and vehicles. The website houses an extensive collection of information, data, and tools related to all the technologies and fuels in the Clean Cities portfolio. On the AFDC you can find details about each fuel, including:Basics, such as production and distribution, specifications, and research and development;Benefits and considerations; Station locations and infrastructure development;Vehicle availability, emissions, maintenance, and safety; andLaws and incentives. The AFDC is also home to some of the most widely used Clean Cities tools, including the Alternative Fueling Station Locator, the Laws and Incentives Search, Maps and Data tool, emissions and petroleum reduction calculators, Vehicle Search, and publications search. The Information by State in the lower right corner of the homepage can also been very helpful. After selecting your state, you can see the laws and incentives, fueling stations, Clean Cities coalitions, transportation fuel consumption, fuel production, fuel prices, bioenergy production and infrastructure, electricity sources and vehicle emissions, and other resources specific to that state or region. Also, don’t miss the Tools link in the upper right corner. 
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Alternative Fuel Data Center
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/too
ls

AFDC Vehicle Search
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/ve
hicles/search.html

Vehicle Searches & Other Tools

http://www.afdc.energy.gov/tools
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/vehicles/search.html
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AFDC Vehicle Search Results: 
15 Types of CNG Transit Buses
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AFV Infrastructure in Louisiana

http://www.afdc.energy.gov/loc
ator/stations/

Public Stations:
• 14 CNG
• 1 LNG
• 106 EV Outlets 

(47 EV Sites)
• 9 E85
• 4 Propane

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most useful and popular tools on the AFDC is the Alternative Fueling Station Locator.The station locator is great for organizations or members of the public who do not have their own centralized refueling stations.The locator allows you to select the type of fuel you need by state, city, or ZIP code.  You can also specify the radius of the search area, as well as access advanced options such as owner type and payment options.The results include providers’ locations, contact information (hours, address, phone number) and the method of payment accepted at each location.The tool also allows you to plan a driving route with stations identified along the way. You can even easily feature this tool on your own website by using the “embed” function.If you choose, you can download the data into a spreadsheet or other file format.
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Information & Education: 
FuelEconomy.gov 

 Find and compare 
cars

 Get driving and 
vehicle 
maintenance tips

 Calculate fuel 
costs

 Track your MPG
 Explore advanced 

vehicle information
 Learn about the 

ratings
FuelEconomy.gov 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to the AFDC, DOE also manages and maintains FuelEconomy.gov through a partnership with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, or EPA. It is the official U.S. government source for fuel economy information.In addition to the fuel economy estimates, FuelEconomy.gov has driving and vehicle maintenance tips, calculators to figure out annual fuel costs, tools to track your actual miles per gallon, specifics on electric vehicles and other advanced cars, and details about how EPA and vehicle manufacturers actually calculate fuel economy.
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Funding & Incentives
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State Laws and Incentives

Louisiana Alternative Fuel Vehicle 
Incentives 
Revised Statute RS 47:6035 / 2015 HB 179

• State income tax credit for 36% of the incremental cost of 
purchasing a factory-equipped AFV.

• 36% of the cost for converting a vehicle to alternative fuels.
• 36% of the cost for alternative fuel refueling equipment. 
• Questions can be directed to William Little 225-219-2780 or the 

Policy Services CIFT email address: 
PracCIFTPolicyInquiries@La.GOV
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2015 Legislative Session – New excise tax 
procedures for special fuels
Act 147 Beginning Jan. 1, 2016, the tax levied on special fuels shall not be collected 
pursuant to the annual decal but rather the amount of the tax shall be converted from a 
tax levied per gallon on such special fuel to a tax levied per gallon but based on the 
special fuel's energy content as follows: 
• Diesel gallon equivalent (DGE) for liquefied natural gas (LNG) is equal to 6.060 

lbs. of LNG. 
• The gasoline gallon equivalent for LPG shall be energy equivalent rate equal to 

73% percent of the state tax per gallon on gasoline and diesel fuel. 
• Gasoline gallon equivalent (GGE) for compressed natural gas (CNG) is equal 

to 5.660 lbs. of CNG. 

New Excise Tax Procedures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No more decal program
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• Based on my fleet inventory and replacement 
schedule, what is the vehicle replacement potential?

• What vehicle, equipment, and station development 
vendors exist?

• Are there fueling stations in my area? Are they public 
or private? Can I visit?

• What support can my local Clean Cities coalition 
provide?

• How many vehicles will be fueled each day?
• How much fuel will each vehicle need?
• When and how often will vehicles need to be fueled?
• What are the maintenance facility and fueling 

infrastructure site development requirements?
• What federal, state, and local incentives are 

available?

Getting Started: Questions a fleet should ask

Image: NREL Image Gallery #28005

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clean Cities staff can sit down with individual fleets and help them through the process of determining station requirements and bringing in vendors to identify potential needs.To get started, begin gathering information about your fleet size, replacement schedule, fueling patterns, and site development requirements. Then, think about the questions above.The AFDC Federal and State Laws and Incentives search (http://www.afdc.energy.gov/laws/) is available for information about incentives that can offset costs and quicken the payback period. [Insert a slide on local and state incentives in your area]
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https://www.afdc.
energy.gov/data/
widgets/10380

Vehicle Weight Classes & Categories

Source: http://peterbilt.cummins.com/on-highway-truck-weight-rating-
class 

More Info:

https://www.afdc.energy.gov/data/widgets/10380
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Emissions – Criteria Pollutants
• Information on Criteria Pollutants

– http://www.afdc.energy.gov/vehicles/emissions_pollutants.html

• Calculate emission reductions for NOx, PM, SOx and more
– AFLEET Tool
– https://greet.es.anl.gov/afleet

Resources

http://www.afdc.energy.gov/vehicles/emissions_pollutants.html
https://greet.es.anl.gov/afleet
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Clean Cities
www.cleancities.energy.gov

Alternative Fuels Data Center
www.afdc.energy.gov

FuelEconomy.gov
www.fueleconomy.gov

Clean Cities Technical Response 
Service

Email: technicalresponse@icfi.com
Phone: 800-254-6735

Websites and Contacts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 I encourage you all visit and explore these websites.For immediate technical response for alternative fuels, advanced technologies, or programmatic questions contact your local coalition, or the Clean Cities Technical Response Service.

http://www.cleancities.energy.gov
http://www.afdc.energy.gov
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/cleancities/coalitions/coalition_locations.php
mailto:technicalresponse@icfi.com
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Contact Information

Ann Vail Shaneyfelt
Executive Director
ashaneyfelt@louisianacleanfuels.org
225-342-3476 office

www.louisianacleanfuels.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Thank you and I invite any questions.Please don’t hesitate to contact me for more information.

mailto:ashaneyfelt@louisianacleanfuels.org
http://www.louisianacleanfuels.org
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